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1.0 Summary & Recommendation/ Reason for Planning Committee Consideration 

1.1 This application seeks planning permission for the demolition of the existing dwelling 
and the erection of a building containing 7 apartments. 

1.2 This is a brownfield site located within the developed area of Beaconsfield where new 
dwellinghouses are considered acceptable subject to other material planning 
considerations such as the impact on the character area and neighbouring residential 
amenities.   

1.3 The existing dwelling would be demolished, and a replacement building would be 
erected in a similar location to that of the existing dwelling.  The proposed replacement 
building would accommodate 7 apartments, but physically, it would be almost 
identical to the replacement dwelling granted planning permission under ref. 
PL/23/1476/FA.  As such, it is considered that a building of the size, scale, design and 
appearance of that currently being proposed has already been found acceptable and 
appropriate on this site and in this location. 

1.4 The proposed building would accommodate 7 apartments, as opposed to a single 
dwelling, however, it is considered that the nature and intensity as which the site 
would be used, would not be detrimental to the existing character and appearance of 
the site or locality in general. 

1.5 The proposal would not lead to any adverse impact on the amenities of neighbouring 
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properties, nor would it lead to any adverse highway, drainage or ecological impacts. 

1.6 It is considered that the proposal would provide for a sustainable form of development 
that meets the requirements of the NPPF and relevant Development Plan policies.  

1.7 The application has been referred for determination by the South Area Planning 
Committee following it being called in by Cllrs Wheelhouse, Ng, and Cranmer.  

1.8 Recommendation – Delegate the application to the Director of Planning and 
Environment to GRANT planning permission subject to the conditions set out in this 
report and any others which he considers appropriate and the satisfactory prior 
completion of a Legal Agreement relating to securing a financial contribution towards 
Burnham Beeches Mitigation Strategy. If the Legal Agreement cannot be completed 
the application be refused for such reasons as considered appropriate. 

2.0 Description of Proposed Development 

2.1 This application seeks planning permission for the demolition of the existing dwelling 
and the erection of a building containing 7 apartments. 

2.2 The application consists of a large corner plot located at the junction of Westfield Road 
and Burgess Wood Road. The land levels rise upwards to the east and also to the south, 
resulting in a considerable slope within the site, with Westfield Road, higher than 
Burgess Wood Road. There is a two storey detached dwelling within the site, and an 
extensive level of trees and natural planting within the site. The site lies within the 
developed area of Beaconsfield, and within a Residential Area of Exceptional Character 
(RAEC) and a 'Woodlands' road. 

2.3 The existing dwelling would be demolished, and a replacement building would be 
erected in a similar location to that of the existing dwelling.  The proposed replacement 
building would accommodate 7 apartments, but physically, it would be almost 
identical to the replacement dwelling granted planning permission under ref. 
PL/23/1476/FA.  The only external difference would be that a previously unused 
second floor section of flat roof would be utilised as a balcony.  The proposed 
basement would be larger than the basement of the approved replacement dwelling, 
but this would not result in any physical external changes, as the enlargement would 
be entirely subterranean.  The only other external difference between this current 
proposal and the approved replacement dwelling would be the introduction of a bin 
storage area. 

2.4 The application is accompanied by: 

a) Arboricultural Impact Assessment 
b) Preliminary Roost Assessment 
c) Design and Access Statement 
d) Drainage Statement 

2.5 Amended plans have been received during the course of the application updating the 
landscaping scheme, and position of the bin storage area. 

3.0 Relevant Planning History 

3.1 Relevant planning history for the site:     

PL/23/1476/FA – Conditional Permission, 29 September 2023 - Demolition of existing 
and erection of replacement dwelling. 



4.0 Summary of Representations 

4.1 Letters of representation have been received from 26 separate households regarding 
the proposed development. The Town Council have raised objections to the proposals 
on grounds relating to it being out of character and an overdevelopment of the site. A 
summary of consultation responses and representations made on the application can 
be viewed in Appendix A 

5.0 Policy Considerations and Evaluation 

• National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). 
• Planning Practice Guidance 
• National Design Guidance, October 2019 
• South Bucks Core Strategy Development Plan Document - Adopted February 2011 
• South Bucks District Local Plan - Adopted March 1999 Consolidated September 2007 

and February 2011;  
• South Bucks District Council Residential Design Guide Supplementary Planning 

Document (SPD) - Adopted October 2008 
• Chiltern and South Bucks Townscape Character Study 2017 
• Chiltern and South Bucks Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) Charging Schedule 
• Burnham Beeches Special Area of Conservation (SAC) Mitigation Strategy, March 2020 
• Buckinghamshire Council Biodiversity Net Gain SPD 2023 
• Draft Beaconsfield Neighbourhood Plan (Although submitted for examination, the Plan 

is still only in draft form therefore only limited weight can be attached to its policies) 
• The NPPF was revised in December 2023 and whilst this replaced the previous Planning 

Policy Statements and Guidance Notes, it does not replace existing local policies that 
form part of the development plan. It does state however, that the weight that should 
be given to these existing local policies and plans will be dependent on their degree of 
consistency with the NPPF. Therefore, the closer the policies in the development plan 
to the policies in the Framework, the greater the weight that may be given to them. 

Principle and Location of Development 
Core Strategy Policies: 
CP1 (Housing provision and delivery) 
Local Plan Saved Policies:  
H2 (Housing allocation) 

5.1 The site is located within the developed area of Beaconsfield where new dwellings can 
be acceptable provided that they do not adversely affect any interests of 
acknowledged importance, which include factors such as the character and 
appearance of the area and the amenity of neighbouring properties. 

5.2 It is acknowledged that the site falls within a Residential Area of Exceptional Character 
(RAEC).  Policy H10 of the Local Plan sets out that within such areas the Council will not 
normally permit proposals involving the development of sites which do not reflect the 
prevailing density of the area, or the conversion of single dwellings into flats, however 
does not rule out such developments in principle. 

5.3 The South Bucks Townscape Character Study does designate this site as having a 
‘Woodlands’ typology, however it is not considered that this designation prevents the 
introduction of additional dwellings, provided they would not adversely affect the 
character and appearance of the site or locality in general. 



5.4 In addition to the above, paragraph 70 of the NPPF sets out that small and medium 
sized sites can make an important contribution to meeting the housing requirement of 
an area and are often built out relatively quickly.  To promote the development of a 
good mix of sites, local planning authorities should support the development of 
windfall sites, giving great weight to the benefits of using suitable sites within existing 
settlements for homes. 

5.5 Chapter 11 of the NPPF encourages local planning authorities to make an effective use 
of land.  Paragraph 123 of the NPPF states that planning policies and decisions should 
promote an effective use of land in meeting needs for homes and other uses, while 
safeguarding and improving the environment and ensuring safe and healthy living 
conditions. 

5.6 Paragraph 128 of the NPPF highlights that planning decisions should support 
development which makes the efficient use of land, taking into account; housing need, 
local market conditions, availability and capacity of infrastructure, maintaining the 
area's prevailing character and securing well-designed places. 

5.7 Further to this, the draft Beaconsfield Neighbourhood Plan, policy 'Beacon1:A Spatial 
Plan for the Town', sets out that the focus for new development will be on re-using 
brownfield land and on realising other suitable development opportunities within the 
town boundary. 

5.8 In summary, this is a brownfield site located within the developed area of Beaconsfield 
where new dwellinghouses are considered acceptable subject to other material 
planning considerations such as the impact on the character area and neighbouring 
residential amenities.  Furthermore, the proposal would align with the aims of the 
NPPF in providing additional homes in an existing settlement, making effective use of 
land and achieving sustainable development. 

Raising the quality of place making and design 
Core Strategy Policies: 
CP8 (Built and historic environment) 
Local Plan Saved Policies:  
EP3 (The Use, Design and Layout of Development) 
EP4 (Landscaping) 
EP6 (Designing to Reduce Crime) 
H9 (Residential development and layout) 
H10 (Residential areas of exceptional design)  

5.9 The NPPF at Section 12, under the heading "Achieving well-designed and beautiful 
places" sets out guiding principles for the operation of the planning system. Para. 131 
advises that the creation of high quality, beautiful and sustainable buildings is 
fundamental to what the planning and development process should achieve. 
Paragraph 135 cites that planning policies and decisions should ensure that 
developments will function well and add to the overall quality of the area, not just for 
the short term; are visually attractive as a result of good architecture, layout, and 
appropriate and effective landscaping; and are sympathetic to local character and 
history, including the surrounding built environment and landscape setting to establish 
or maintain a strong sense of place, using the arrangement of streets, spaces, building 
types and materials to create attractive, welcoming and distinctive places to live, work 
and visit. 



5.10 Paragraph 40 of the National Design Guide also sets out that 'Well designed new 
development responds positively to the features of the site itself and the surrounding 
context beyond the site boundary. It enhances qualities and improves negative ones…' 
It also states in Paragraph 49 that 'the identity or character of a place comes from the 
way that buildings, streets and spaces, landscape and infrastructure combine together 
and how people experience them...' Paragraph 51 adds that 'Local identity is made up 
of typical characteristics such as the pattern of housing, and special features that are 
distinct from their surroundings….." Paragraph 52 also elaborates that '…This includes 
considering: the composition of street scenes, individual buildings and their elements' 
and 'the height, scale, massing and relationships between buildings…' 

5.11 Local Plan policy EP3 states that development will only be permitted where its scale, 
layout, siting, height, design, external materials and use are compatible with the 
character and amenities of the site itself, adjoining development and the locality in 
general. Poor designs which are out of scale or character with their surroundings will 
not be permitted. 

5.12 Local Plan policy H9 sets out criteria for assessment of residential layout and design. 
Among other things, it indicates that development should '…be compatible with the 
character of the surrounding area in terms of density, layout, design, height, scale, 
form and materials…'  

5.13 The proposed external size, scale, design and appearance of the proposed building, 
along with its siting, remain the same as that which was previously approved under 
application PL/23/1476/FA.  The only difference between the current proposal and 
that which was previously approved relate to the use of a small area of flat roof at 
second floor level as a balcony, as opposed to simply being an area of unused flat roof, 
and the other difference being that the proposed basement is larger than that which 
was previously approved, but the enlargement is entirely subterranean and does not 
impact upon the external appearance of the building in any way.  As such, it is 
considered that the external appearance of the proposed building would not appear 
materially different from that previously approved. 

5.14 It is considered therefore that it has already been considered that a building of this 
design, size, height, scale, massing, and siting, is acceptable and appropriate for this 
site and locality in general.  As such, it is considered that there are no reasonable 
grounds upon which to object to the proposal in terms of its size, siting, design or 
appearance. 

5.15 Similarly, the layout of the remainder of the site also remains materially the same as 
that which was previously approved, with matters of vehicular access, parking, and 
levels of hardstanding remaining unchanged.  The only difference is the introduction 
of a bin storage area adjacent to the boundary with Burgess Wood Road.  However, 
this would be located behind boundary fencing and as such, is not considered to 
appear as an alien feature that would impact upon the character of the area. 

5.16 Notwithstanding the above, it is acknowledged that it is important to consider the 
acceptability of the use of the proposed building and site for 7 apartments rather than 
as a single family dwelling as previously approved.    

5.17 The application site lies within a RAEC and area designated as an Area of Special 
character as set out in the Chiltern and South Bucks Townscape Character Study and 
the draft Beaconsfield Neighbourhood Plan, which is characterised by large, individual 



architecturally designed houses of varied architectural styles set in spacious plots with 
mature vegetation and woodland landscapes.    

5.18 Saved Local Plan Policy H9 provides the framework for guiding and controlling the 
design and layout of residential development. However there are residential areas 
which have exceptional character and which merit especially sensitive planning control 
and saved policy H10 'Residential Areas of Exceptional Character',  provides a 
framework for the consideration of proposals in these areas of exceptional character. 
Policy H10 states that 'the Council will not normally permit proposals involving the 
development of sites which do not reflect the prevailing density of the area, the 
conversion of single dwellings into flats or the introduction of backland development 
.'. A number of principle common characteristics are present in all the RAECs including 
low density, being between 3 and 7 dwellings per hectare, spacious layout 
characterised by generous plot sizes, wide frontages and wide spaces between 
dwellings and largely detached houses of an individual design. The Council seeks to 
ensure that due to their low density, these areas of exceptional character do not 
attract proposals which would erode their character. 

5.19 In this instance, the proposed built form has been designed in order to appear as a high 
quality single dwelling house. The impact of the built form has been assessed as passing 
the tests of policy H10, as the building, including basement parking, has already been 
approved (and granted planning permission) by the Council. The current proposal 
materially differs from a scheme of conversion to an existing house, which would be 
associated with extra parking in the front garden and possible multiple entrances that 
would all give visual clues to the residential conversion and have an impact on the 
character and appearance of the area. 

5.20 The current proposal accommodates a majority its parking in the basement. It is 
important to note that the approved scheme for a replacement dwelling had a 
basement parking area, design and accessed in the same manner as that currently 
being proposed. The provision of basement parking ensures that parking for the 
apartments would not be visible in the street scene.   The provision of 3 external 
parking spaces is the same as that approved for the replacement dwelling and would 
not appear out of keeping for the locality.  

5.21 With regard to vehicular movements, whilst there would be extra vehicle movements 
associated with 7 apartments compared to 1 large house, it is considered that the 
number of vehicle movements arising would not be significant and would be unlikely 
to have any perceptible impact on the character and appearance of the area, taking 
account of possible visual and audible effects. This view is based on the fact that there 
are a relatively small number of apartments being proposed as well as the size of the 
proposed flats and the likely future occupants. 

5.22 The proposed basement car park would provide sufficient parking for each apartment, 
ensuring that there would not be overspill parking. The proposed building would 
maintain the appearance of a single dwelling, preserving and maintaining the character 
and appearance of the area. 

5.23 It is acknowledged that the approach of proposing a number of apartments within a 
building that is the same design, size and scale as one previously approved as a 
replacement dwelling has been assessed previously by the Council.  It is a matter that 
the Council has previously sought to resist, but failed to defend at appeal, with one 
example being at 96 Gregories Road (ref.15/01316/FUL) which involved the provision 



of a block of 6 apartments within the RAEC and whereby the built form was identical 
to that of an extant scheme for a replacement dwelling on the site and as such has 
similarities to the development the subject of this application.  It is considered that 
given the similarities between that site and this current application site, this appeal 
decision does form a material consideration in the assessment of this current 
application.  In determining the appeal relating to 96 Gregories Road the Inspector 
stated that policy H10 does not preclude higher density schemes but is a sensible 
safeguard given the effects that could result from insensitively designed proposals. The 
Inspector also concluding that the number of vehicle movements arising from six 
apartments would not be significant and adversely impact on the character and 
appearance of the area. 

5.24 It is also noted that following the above appeal decision, there have been a number of 
applications for the introduction of flats within RAEC’s that have been granted planning 
permission.  Examples include schemes at 45 Stratton Road (ref.18/00533/FUL), 48 
Penn Road (ref.17/00668/FUL), and 70 Gregories Road (ref.PL/19/4189/FA).  It is 
considered that these planning permissions also constitute a material planning 
consideration in the assessment of this current proposal. 

5.25 In the case of this current application, the building would be identical in its size, design, 
and positioning on the plot to the replacement dwelling granted via PL/23/1476/FA 
with the primary difference being alterations to the internal layout for the creation of 
7 apartments. Thus, it would resemble a single dwelling in keeping with the 
appearance of surrounding development, with the existing mature screening being 
retained and enhanced. Given that there would not be a material increase in vehicular 
movements on the site, with parking confined to the basement, and no changes to the 
layout and amount of hardstanding within the plot as compared to the previously 
approved permission; and in light of the previous appeal decision and planning 
permission granted for similar forms of development, it is considered that it would be 
difficult to sustain a refusal based on its impact on the character and appearance of 
the site and locality in general, including its designation as a RAEC. 

Amenity of existing and future residents 
Local Plan Saved Policies:  
EP3 (The use, design and layout of development) 
EP5 (Sunlight and daylight) 
H11 (Alterations and extensions to dwellings) 

5.26 As stated throughout this report, the proposed building is almost identical to that 
previously approved under application PL/23/1476/FA.  When previously assessing the 
potential impact of the building on neighbouring properties, it was considered that it 
would not have resulted in any adverse impacts on the amenities of neighbouring 
properties in terms of loss of privacy, loss of light, or appearing overdominant and 
obtrusive.  The only difference between this current proposal that previously approved 
is the introduction of a second floor balcony on an area of previously unused flat roof.  
In terms of potential impacts of this balcony, it is considered that given the distances 
retained between it and the boundary with the neighbouring property, No.6 Westfield 
Road, which is approximately 16m, it is considered that it would not result in any 
unacceptable overlooking opportunities that would lead to an unacceptable loss of 
privacy. 

5.27 Given the number and size of units being proposed, combined with the layout of the 



development and the relationship of the site in the context of neighbouring properties, 
it is considered that the use of the site as 7 apartments, as opposed to 1 single dwelling 
would not lead to an unacceptable impact on the amenities of neighbouring properties 
in terms of noise and disturbance. 

Affordable Housing 
Core Strategy Policies: 
CP3 (Affordable Housing) 

5.28 The application does not meet the threshold, as set in the NPPF, for when affordable 
housing is required.  The proposal involves less than 10 dwellings and its site area is 
less than 0.5ha.  In these circumstances, it is not considered appropriate or reasonable 
for affordable housing to be applied to this current application. 

Transport matters and parking 
Core Strategy Policies: 
CP7 (Accessibility and transport) 
Local Plan Saved Policies:  
TR4 (Provision for those with special needs) 
TR5 (Access, highways work and traffic generation) 
TR7 (Traffic generation) 

5.29 The Councils Highways Officer raises no objections to the proposals. They note that 
the vehicular access is of sufficient width to accommodate simultaneous two-way 
vehicular movements and would ensure vehicles would not be required to stop and 
wait on the public highway, should another vehicle be exiting the site. Additionally, a 
separate pedestrian access is proposed further southwest from the access point, which 
would reduce potential conflicting movements between pedestrians and vehicles. 

5.30 With regard to the vehicular access gates, they note these have been set back 
approximately 6.3m from the carriageway edge. Additionally, the gates open into the 
site, meaning vehicles would be able to pull clear off the carriageway whilst gates are 
opening and closing. 

5.31 In terms of parking provision, the Highways Officer advises that the level of off street 
parking provided would meet the Councils parking standards, and would be of an 
appropriate layout and size. 

5.32 In light of the above advice provided by the Councils Highways Officer, it is considered 
that the proposal would not adversely impact upon the public highway or its users, and 
would not lead to unacceptable highway implications. 

Flooding and drainage 
Core Strategy Policies: 
CP13 (Environmental and resource management) 

5.33 Following the submission of additional information, the Councils Drainage Officer is 
satisfied that the application has demonstrated that it is capable of incorporating an 
appropriate surface water drainage strategy.  As such, it is considered that the proposal 
would not lead to any unacceptable flood risks to future occupiers of the site, or to 
neighbouring properties.  The proposal is therefore considered to adhere to the 
requirements of policy CP13 of the Core Strategy and the NPPF. 

Landscape/Trees 
Core Strategy Policies: 



CP9 (Natural environment) 
Local Plan Saved Policies:  
EP3 (The use, design and layout of development) 
EP4 (Landscaping) 
L10 (Proposals involving felling or other works affecting trees covered by a Tree Preservation 
Order) 

5.34 A majority of the existing trees and natural vegetation will be retained as part of the 
proposals.  The application has been accompanied by a Landscaping scheme.  The 
Councils Tree Officer raises no objections to the proposals, and it is considered that 
the proposals would maintain an acceptable level of natural landscaping. 

Ecology/Burnham Beeches 
Core Strategy Policies: 
CP9 (Natural environment) 
CP13 (Environmental and resource management).  

5.35 Core Policy 9 of the adopted Core Strategy sets out that the highest priority will be 
given to the integrity of Burnham Beeches Special Area of Conservation (SAC). Para 
3.3.11 of the Core Strategy also states that "where a specific development could result 
in significant effects on the SAC, a Project level (regulation 48) HRA will need to be 
carried out by the developer when the planning application is submitted to determine 
whether mitigation measures are required." This is also consistent with Section 15 of 
the NPPF relating to 'Conserving and enhancing the natural environment'. 

5.36 Natural England has been consulted on this application and raises concerns regarding 
the impact on the Burnham Beeches SAC. Natural England state that when there is 
sufficient scientific uncertainty about the likely effects of the planning application 
under consideration, the precautionary principle is applied to fully protect the 
qualifying features of the European Site designated under the Habitats Directive. 

5.37 Due to new evidence on the impacts of recreational and urban growth at Burnham 
Beeches SAC carried out by Footprint Ecology, Natural England recognises that new 
housing within 5.6km of the Burnham Beeches SAC can be expected to result in an 
increase in recreation pressure. The 5.6km zone represents the core area around the 
SAC where increases in the number of residential properties will require Habitats 
Regulations Assessment. Mitigation measures will be necessary to rule out adverse 
effects on the integrity of the SAC from the cumulative impacts of development. 

5.38 Impacts to the SAC as a result of increasing recreation pressure are varied and have 
long been a concern. These impacts, which have the potential to adversely affects its 
interest features, include: 

 Contamination (e.g. dog fouling, litter, spread of plant pathogens) 
 Increased fire risk 
 Trampling/wear (e.g. loss of vegetation, soil compaction, erosion, damage to trees 

from climbing) 
 Harvesting (e.g. fungi, wood) 
 Difficulties in managing the site (e.g. maintaining the grazing regime) 
 Disturbance (e.g. affecting the distribution of livestock and deer). 

5.39 Natural England confirm that, in light of the new evidence relating to the recreation 
impact zone of influence, planning authorities must apply the requirements of The 
Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 (as amended), to housing 



development within 5.6km of the SAC boundary. The authority must decide whether a 
particular proposal, alone or in combination with other plans or projects, would be 
likely to have a significant effect on the SAC. 

5.40 Given the above, the Council has carried out an Appropriate Assessment for the 
proposed development. This concludes that without mitigation measures the 
development is likely to have a significant effect upon the integrity of the SAC with the 
result that the Council would be required to refuse this planning application. 

5.41 In order to mitigate such impacts the Council has adopted a Strategic Access 
Management and Monitoring Strategy (SAMMS). The Council consider that the 
SAMMS, which is supported by Natural England, is robust and capable of mitigating 
the likely significant effects of the proposal over 500 metres and up to 5.6 kilometres 
provided the proposal pays a contribution towards the SAMMS. Natural England has 
also confirmed that subject to a legal agreement to secure this financial contribution 
they do not raise an objection on grounds relating to its impact on Burnham Beeches. 

5.42 In this instance, a planning obligation is currently being draft between the applicant 
and the Council, and therefore, provided the legal agreement is completed, in 
accordance with the Appropriate Assessment, it is considered that the proposal would 
not have a significant effect upon the integrity of the SAC, and is therefore acceptable. 

5.43 The Councils Ecology Officer raises no objections to the proposals, advising that they 
would not adversely impact upon the ecology or biodiversity of the site.  Ecological 
enhancements would be obtained by way of condition. 

Other Matters 

5.44 The Councils Waste department raise no objections to the proposals, advising that 
appropriate storage provision has been incorporated into the development and that it 
can be collected in accordance with the Council’s procedures. 

5.45 The Councils Environmental Health Department raise no objections to the proposals 
from the point of view of contamination. 

5.46 It is acknowledged that the draft Beaconsfield Neighbourhood Plan does set out 
specific sustainability (Beacon7 - Zero Carbon Buildings) and design (Beacon8 - The 
Beaconsfield Design Guide) policies, however, given that the Plan is only in draft form, 
albeit, has been submitted for examination, it carries only limited weight at present.  It 
has been set out above that the proposals are considered to be of an appropriate 
design and appearance, and the building itself will need to meet current building 
control regulations in terms of sustainability and energy efficiency. 

5.47 Concerns from local residents have been raised in regard to the application setting a 
precedent for future applications of a similar nature.  However, it is important to note 
that each application is assessed on its own merits and set of circumstances. 

5.48 The issue of there being a legal covenant on the land which restricts the type of 
development that can take place on the site, has been raised by local residents, 
however, any such covenant is a legal matter and not a material planning 
consideration. 

5.49 Concerns raised by local residents on matters of increased demand on local 
Infrastructure are noted, however, it is important to note that the proposal seeks to 
locate additional residential development in the developed area, where the Council 
identifies is the most appropriate location for such development.  There is no evidence 



to demonstrate that existing infrastructure would be adversely impacted upon by the 
proposal. 

6.0 Weighing and balancing of issues / Overall Assessment  

6.1 In determining the planning application, section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory 
Purchase Act 2004 requires that proposals be determined in accordance with the 
development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise. In addition, 
Section 143 of the Localism Act amends Section 70 of the Town and Country Planning 
Act relating to the determination of planning applications and states that in dealing 
with planning applications, the authority shall have regard to: 

a. Provision of the development plan insofar as they are material, 
b. Any local finance considerations, so far as they are material to the application 

(such as CIL if applicable), and, 
c. Any other material considerations 

6.2 As set out above it is considered that the proposed development would accord with 
the development plan policies. 

6.3 Paragraph 11 of the NPPF sets out the presumption in favour of sustainable 
development which for decision taking means approving development proposals that 
accord with an up-to-date development plan without delay; or where there are no 
relevant development plan policies, or the policies which are most important for 
determining the application are out-of-date, granting permission unless the 
application of policies in the NPPF that protect areas or assets of particular importance 
provides a clear reason for refusing the development proposed; or any adverse 
impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when 
assessed against the policies in the Framework taken as a whole. 

6.4 It is acknowledged that the council cannot demonstrate a 5 year supply in the South 
Bucks Area and paragraph 11(d) of the NPPF is engaged. 

6.5 As set out above it is considered that the proposed development would accord with 
the development plan policies, and the site's proposed redevelopment will make 
effective and efficient use of previously developed land. 

6.6 Housing delivery is a strategic aim of the Core Strategy. The proposed development 
would make a positive contribution to the Council's housing needs and supply. This 
housing provision represents a benefit that weighs in favour of the proposal and has 
been attributed moderate weight. 

6.7 Compliance with Core Strategy and Local Plan policies have been demonstrated in 
terms of visual impact, preserving residential amenities, parking and access, meeting 
the challenge of climate change and flooding, and conserving and enhancing the 
natural environment, however these do not represent benefits of the scheme but 
rather demonstrate an absence of harm to which weight should be attributed 
neutrally. 

6.8 In terms of applying paragraph 11 d of the NPPF it is concluded that there are no 
policies that protect areas or assets of particular importance, that provide a clear 
reason for refusing the development proposed and there are no adverse effects of the 
proposal would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits. 

6.9 Taking all of the above into account it is considered that the proposal would provide 
for a sustainable form of development that meets the requirements of the NPPF and 



relevant Development Plan policies. 

6.10 The recommendation to approve the application is made having regard to the above 
and also to the content of the Human Rights Act 1998. 

7.0 Working with the applicant / agent 

7.1 In accordance with paragraph 38 of the NPPF (2023) the Council approach decision-
taking in a positive and creative way taking a proactive approach to development 
proposals focused on solutions and work proactively with applicants to secure 
developments. 

7.2 The Council work with the applicants/agents in a positive and proactive manner by 
offering a pre-application advice service, and as appropriate updating 
applications/agents of any issues that may arise in the processing of their application.  

7.3 In this instance, the Council have accepted amended plans and additional information 
to address matters including highway and drainage issues. 

8.0 Recommendation: Conditional Permission 

Subject to the following conditions: 

1. The development to which this permission relates must be begun not later than the 
expiration of three years beginning from the date of this decision notice.  (SS01) 

 Reason: To comply with the provisions of Section 91(1) (a) of the Town and Country 
Planning Act 1990 (or any statutory amendment or re-enactment thereof).  

2. No construction works above ground level shall take place until a schedule of materials 
to be used in the elevations of the development hereby permitted have been submitted 
to and approved by the Local Planning Authority in writing. Thereafter the development 
shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details. 

 Reason: To safeguard and enhance the visual amenities of the locality. (Policy EP3 of the 
South Bucks District Local Plan (adopted March 1999) refers.) 

3. Prior to the laying of any hardsurfacing, a specification of all finishing materials to be 
used in any hard surfacing of the application site shall be submitted to and approved by 
the Local Planning Authority in writing. Thereafter the development shall be constructed 
using the approved materials. 

 Reason: To ensure that the appearance of the development is not detrimental to the 
character or appearance of the area in accordance with Policies EP3 of the South Bucks 
Consolidated Local Plan (Feb 2011) and Policy CP8 of the South Bucks Local Development 
Framework Core Strategy (adopted February 2011). 

4. The development shall be constructed in accordance with the scheme of landscaping 
submitted and approved as part of this application. None of the trees, shrubs or 
hedgerows to be planted or shown for retention shall be removed or felled, lopped or 
topped within a period of five years from the date of this permission, without the prior 
written permission of the Local Planning Authority.  

 Reason: To ensure satisfactory landscaping of the site in the interests of visual amenity. 
(Policies EP3 and EP4 of the South Bucks District Local Plan (adopted March 1999) refer.) 

5. All planting, seeding or turfing comprised in the approved details of landscaping shall be 
carried out in the first planting and seeding season following the occupation of the 
development hereby permitted or the substantial completion of the development, 
whichever is the sooner.  Any trees, hedgerows or shrubs forming part of the approved 



landscaping scheme which within a period of five years from the occupation or 
substantial completion of the development, whichever is the later, die, are removed or 
become seriously damaged or diseased shall be replaced in the next planting season 
with others of similar size and species, unless the Local Planning Authority gives written 
consent to any variation.   (ST02) 

 Reason: To ensure a satisfactory and continuing standard of amenities are provided and 
maintained in connection with the development. (Policies EP3 and EP4 of the South 
Bucks District Local Plan (adopted March 1999) refer.) 

6. No works or development (including for the avoidance of doubt any works of 
demolition) shall take place until a tree constraints plan and method statement (in 
accordance with British Standard 5837:2012 'Trees in relation to design, demolition and 
construction'  (or any replacement thereof or EU equivalent)) has been submitted to and 
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The method statement shall 
provide, as required, details of a no dig driveway; phasing of demolition and 
construction operations; siting of work huts and contractor parking; areas for the 
storage of materials and the siting of skips and working spaces; the erection of 
scaffolding.  Protective fencing detailed in the method statement shall consist of a 
vertical and horizontal scaffold framework, braced to resist impacts, with vertical tubes 
spaced at a maximum level of 3m. On to this, weldmesh panels shall be securely fixed 
with wire scaffold clamps. The fencing shall be erected to protect existing trees and 
other vegetation during construction and shall conform to British Standard 5837:2012 
'Trees in Relation to Construction' or any replacement thereof or EU equivalent. The 
approved fencing shall be erected prior to the commencement of any works or 
development on the site including any works of demolition. The approved fencing shall 
be retained and maintained until all building, engineering or other operations have been 
completed. No work shall be carried out or materials stored within the fenced area 
without prior written agreement from the Local Planning Authority.  (ST17A) 
Reason:  To ensure that the crowns, boles and root systems of the shrubs, trees and 
hedgerows are not damaged during the period of construction and in the long term 
interests of local amenities.  (Policies EP3 and EP4 of the South Bucks District Local Plan 
(adopted March 1999) refer.) 

7. The development shall be implemented in accordance with the agreed mitigation 
measures relating to bats, nesting birds and amphibians as stated in the Bat Survey 
Report (ACD Environmental 23/08/2023). The condition will be considered discharged 
following; a written statement from the ecologist acting for the developer testifying to 
the plan having been implemented correctly. 

 Reason: To safeguard protected and notable species that may otherwise be impacted 
by the development. 

8. Prior to the commencement of development above ground level, details of biodiversity 
features of one integrated bat box, two integrated swift boxes, log/brash pile creation 
and hedgehog highways, shall have been submitted to, and approved in writing by the 
Local Planning Authority. The development shall proceed in accordance with the 
approved biodiversity features, which shall have been installed prior to the first 
occupation of the development and retained thereafter unless otherwise agreed in 
writing by the Local Planning Authority. 

 Reason: In the interests of improving biodiversity in accordance with NPPF and Core 
Policy 9: Natural Environment of the South Buckinghamshire Core Strategy and to 
safeguard species of conservation concern. 



9. No works (other than demolition) shall begin until a surface water drainage scheme for 
the site, based on Drainage Strategy Statement (NH/L-63971-01-P1, 15/01/2024) has 
been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The scheme 
shall subsequently be implemented in accordance with the approved details before the 
development is completed. The scheme shall also include: 

• Water quality assessment demonstrating that the total pollution mitigation index 
equals or exceeds the pollution hazard index; priority should be given to above 
ground SuDS components 

• Existing and proposed discharge rates and volumes 
• Ground investigations including: 
• Infiltration rate testing in chalk strata 
• Groundwater level monitoring during the winter period (November to March) 
• Subject to infiltration being inviable, the applicant shall demonstrate that an 

alternative means of surface water disposal is practicable subject to the drainage 
hierarchy as outlined in paragraph 056 of the Planning Practice Guidance. 

• Calculations to demonstrate that the proposed drainage system can contain up to the 
1 in 30 storm event without flooding. Any onsite flooding between the 1 in 30 and 
the 1 in 100 plus climate change storm event should be safely contained on site. 

• Construction details of all SuDS and drainage components. 
Reason: The reason for this pre-construction condition is to ensure that a sustainable 
drainage strategy has been agreed prior to construction in accordance with Paragraph 
173 of the National Planning Policy Framework to ensure that there is a satisfactory 
solution to managing flood risk. 

10. No other part of the development shall be occupied until the existing means of access 
has been altered in accordance with the approved planning drawing and constructed to 
the appropriate Buckinghamshire Council access standards. 

 Reason: In order to minimise danger, obstruction and inconvenience to users of the 
highway and of the development. 

11. The scheme for parking and manoeuvring indicated on the submitted plans shall be laid 
out prior to the initial occupation of the development hereby permitted and that area 
shall not thereafter be used for any other purpose. 

 Reason: To enable vehicles to draw off, park and turn clear of the highway to minimise 
danger, obstruction and inconvenience to users of the adjoining highway. 

12. Prior to the commencement of any works on the site, a Construction Traffic 
Management Plan detailing the management of construction traffic (including vehicle 
types, frequency of visits, expected daily time frames, vehicle routing, use of a 
banksman, on-site loading/unloading arrangements and parking of site operatives 
vehicles) shall be submitted and approved in writing by the Planning Authority in 
consultation with the Highway Authority. Thereafter, the development shall be carried 
out in accordance with such approved management plan. 

 Reason: This is a pre-commencement condition as development cannot be allowed to 
take place, which in the opinion of the Highway Authority, could cause danger, 
obstruction and inconvenience to users of the highway and of the development. 

13. No extraction of material to form the basement shall take place until details of the 
method for disposal of material to be extracted have been submitted to and approved 
in writing by the Local Planning Authority. Thereafter the disposal of extracted material 
shall take place in accordance with these approved details.  (ND16A) 



 Reason: To maintain the character and amenities of the area. (Policy EP3 of the South 
Bucks District Local Plan (adopted March 1999) refers.) 

14. The development to which this planning permission relates shall be undertaken solely 
in accordance with the following drawings: 

List of approved plans: 

Received Plan Reference 

15 Nov 2023 23 TWRZ SL01 
15 Nov 2023 23 TWRZ A01 
15 Nov 2023 23 TWRZ A02 
15 Nov 2023 23 TWRZ E04 
15 Nov 2023 23 TWRZ E03 
15 Nov 2023 23 TWRZ E02 B 
15 Nov 2023 23 TWRZ E01 D 
4 Jan 2024 23 TWRZ SP01 E 
8 Jan 2024 1199:L04 

 

INFORMATIVE(S) 

1. Due to the close proximity of the site to existing residential properties, the applicants' attention 
is drawn to the Considerate Constructors Scheme initiative. This initiative encourages 
contractors and construction companies to adopt a considerate and respectful approach to 
construction works, so that neighbours are not unduly affected by noise, smells, operational 
hours, vehicles parking at the site or making deliveries, and general disruption caused by the 
works.  

 By signing up to the scheme, contractors and construction companies commit to being 
considerate and good neighbours, as well as being clean, respectful, safe, environmentally 
conscious, responsible and accountable. The Council highly recommends the Considerate 
Constructors Scheme as a way of avoiding problems and complaints from local residents and 
further information on how to participate can be found at www.ccscheme.org.uk. (SIN35) 

2. The applicant is reminded that, under the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 
2017 (as amended) and the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended), it is an offence to: 
deliberately capture, injure or kill a bat; intentionally, recklessly or deliberately disturb a 
roosting or hibernating bat; intentionally or recklessly obstruct access to a roost. Planning 
consent for a development does not provide a defence against prosecution under these acts. 
Buildings, other structures and trees may support bats and their roosts. Where proposed 
activities might result in one or more of the above offences, it is possible to apply for a 
derogation licence from Natural England. If a bat or bat roost is encountered during works, all 
works must cease until advice has been sought from Natural England, as failure to do so could 
result in prosecutable offences being committed. 

3. The applicant is advised that the off-site works will need to be constructed under a Section 
184/278 of the Highways Act legal agreement. This Agreement must be obtained from the 
Highway Authority before any works are carried out on any footway, carriageway, verge or 
other land forming part of the highway. Please visit the Council's website for further guidance 
or contact Highways Development Management at the following address for information:- 

 Highway Development Management (Delivery) 
 Buckinghamshire Council 



 6th Floor, Walton Street Offices 
 Walton Street, 
 Aylesbury 
 Buckinghamshire 
 HP20 1UY 
 Email: highwaysdm@buckinghamshire.gov.uk  

4. No vehicles associated with the building operations on the development site shall be parked on 
the public highway so as to cause an obstruction.  Any such wilful obstruction is an offence 
under S137 of the Highways Act 1980 (as amended).  (SIH24)  



APPENDIX A:  Consultation Responses and Representations 
 
Councillor Comments 
 
Cllr Wheelhouse: 
I would like to call in this application please for scrutiny by the committee. 
 
Cllr Ng: 
I believe that this application should be reviewed by the planning committee. 
 
Cllr Cranmer: 
I wish to call in this application on the grounds of overbearing height and density in an area of special 
character. The damage to trees is an important issue as well as drainage. 
 
Town Council Comments 

The Committee resolved to object stating: 
• Out of character for surroundings 
• Overdevelopment of site 

 
Consultation Responses  
 
Tree Officer: 

1st comments received 20th November 2023: 
I have not revisited site following my visit last year in regards to application PL/22/4239/TP. The 
property as well as neighbouring properties are subject to an Area designated Tree Preservation 
Order. The tree cover along the boundaries of this property are visually prominent/high amenity 
value landscape features to the RAEC of the estate. 
 
I have reviewed the submitted AIA tree report by GHA Trees Arboricultural Consultancy (26 April 
2023) which includes a preliminary Arboricultural Method Statement (AMS). This arboricultural 
information was submitted for application PL/23/1476/FA so has not fully considered the current 
scheme which is the same footprint but includes a larger basement excavation. 
 
In my opinion the layout is acceptable in accordance with BS 5837 guidance but it is clear due to the 
existing ground levels and amount of excavation work etc required a highly detailed site specific 
AMS is required. The AMS will needs to fully consider and address ground protection measures 
during all the various phases of demolition and construction as well as arboricultural supervision. It 
is paramount that arboricultural supervision is undertaken as otherwise any trees losses along the 
boundaries of this property in the coming years will have a significant detrimental impact on the 
RAEC. No objection and if planning permission is permitted I recommend the following planning 
condition: ST17 
 
2nd Comments received 11th December 2023: 
Please refer to previous comments on 20 Nov 2023 outlining a revised AMS is required following 
amendments to the current scheme being proposed. 
 
A revised AMS (01.12.23) has been submitted with TPP. I do not consider the AMS has fully 
considered the extensive demolition and excavations required for this current scheme for the 



amount of HGV vehicles removing building materials to ensure no with materials or vehicle 
movements or deliveries impact the RPA's (protective fencing) of retained trees. 
 
I still recommend planning condition ST17. Any further information submitted needs to take into 
account BS 5837 chapter 6 guidance as well as paragraph 5.5 in regards to the information shown 
on TPP. 
 
3rd comments received 3rd March 2024: 
Please refer to previous comments on the 20 November 2023 & 11 December 2023 for background 
comments. 
 
A revised AMS (24.01.24) has been submitted but no further TPP so reviewed previous TPP (Nove 
23) which needs to be read in conjunction with AMS. It is an improvement but still does not reassure 
me that the ground protection measures detailed in AMS and shown on TPP is actually achievable. 
 
There will be extensive demolition and excavations with HGV vehicles removing building materials 
(turning areas) to ensure no with materials or vehicle movements or deliveries are stored or impact 
the RPA's (protective fencing) of retained trees. 
 
I still recommend planning condition ST17. Any further information submitted needs to take into 
account BS 5837chapter 6 guidance as well as paragraph 5.5 in regards to the information shown 
on TPP. 
 
Ecology Officer: 

Summary 
No objection, subject to conditions and mitigation measures to avoid adverse effects on the integrity 
of the Burnham Beeches Special Area of Conservation. 
 
Discussion 

Special Area of Conservation 
The site lies within the 5.6km Zone of Influence of Burnham Beeches Special Area of Conservation 
(SAC). As the proposal involves a net gain in residential units it falls in a category of concern. Please 
consult Natural England on this application. 
 
Protected Species 
The application is supported by a Preliminary Roost Assessment (ACD Environmental, 04/05/2023). 
 
Our comments to the previous application at this site (PL/23/1476/FA) remain the same (copied in 
below). The Bat Survey Report (ACD Environmental 23/08/2023) detailing the results of bat activity 
surveys should be also submitted. 
 
The building was assessed to have moderate suitability to support roosting bats and two activity 
surveys were undertaken on 1st August 2023 and 15th August 2023. No bats were recorded 
emerging from the dwelling however during the first survey, three common pipistrelles were 
recorded emerging from a mature beech tree immediately to the south-west boundary of the site. 
It is stated in the report that the tree is within the grounds of 6 Westfield Road. It is understood that 
the tree will be retained and no lopping works are proposed. 
 



Owing to the mobile nature of bats and the potential access features in the building I would 
recommend that the proposed works are carried out sensitively. If a bat is found works must cease 
immediately and Natural England is contacted for advice on how to proceed. 
 
An ornamental pond on-site is to be destroyed as part of the proposed works. Ideally this habitat 
should be replaced in a suitable location within the site. The applicant is welcomed to contact us 
regarding wildlife pond creation. 
 
According to the habitat suitability index that was undertaken the pond is unlikely to support great 
crested newts, also given the presence of fish. As it is still likely to support other common 
amphibians, I agree with the recommendations in the report that the pond should be drained within 
early autumn (in October) outside the main activity and hibernation season of amphibians. In the 
unlikely event that a great crested newt is found the works must cease immediately and Natural 
England is contacted for advice on how to proceed. 
 
I also agree with the report’s recommendations relating to the protection of nesting birds during 
construction.  I would recommend that a compliance condition is attached to any approval granted 
so the proposed works are carried out in accordance with the precautionary measures stated in the 
report. 
 
I would also recommend informatives relating to bats, nesting birds and great crested newts are 
attached to any approval granted. 
 
Invasive species 
Non-native species including cotoneaster, montbretia and rhododendron were recorded on site. 
Five species of cotoneaster, montbretia and Rhododendron ponticum are listed in Schedule 9 of the 
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended) as invasive species. It is illegal to allow the spread 
of a Schedule 9 species. I would recommend that as part of the proposed works an eradication plan 
is implemented and suitable plant species, ideally native and of local provenance, are planted. 
 
Biodiversity Enhancements 
In line with recognised good practice and government policy on biodiversity and sustainability, all 
practical opportunities should be taken to harmonise the built development with the needs of 
wildlife. In this instance it is appropriate for the following provisions for wildlife to be built into the 
development and secured via a condition to any approval granted. 
 
Bats: One bat box integrated into the building on a southerly aspect/orientation (south, south-west 
and south-east). Example specifications include the Habibat Bat Box shown below or Schwegler 
1FR/2FR Bat Tube. The box should be located a minimum of 2 metres, but ideally 5-7 metres above 
ground, in a position near the eaves or gable apex. Placement should avoid windows, doors and wall 
climbing plants. 
 
Swifts: Two swift boxes integrated into the building(s) on a northerly aspect/orientation (north, 
north-east and north-west). Example specification includes the Manthrope ‘GSWB’ Swift Brick as 
shown below or the Vivara Pro Cambridge Brick Faced Swift Nest Box. The boxes should be located 
high within the gable wall, ideally above 5m high, below the overhang of the verge and barge board. 
 
Hedgehogs: Boundaries and barriers within and surrounding the development, including fencing, 
railing and gates need to be made permeable to hedgehogs through the provision of ‘Hedgehog 



Highways’. Hedgehog holes can be created by 13x13cm holes at ground level within fences, or by 
leaving a sufficient gap beneath gates and/or leaving brick spaces at the base of brick walls. 
Alternatively, hedgehog friendly gravel boards are suitable (as shown below sourced by Kebur 
Garden Materials and Jacksons Fencing). To ensure holes are kept open ‘Hedgehog Highway’ 
signage should be provided (as shown below sourced by Peoples Trust for Endangered Species 
and/or the British Hedgehog Preservation Society) and secured above the holes. 
 
Amphibians & Hedgehogs: Hibernacula should be created on-site to provide features for amphibians 
and hedgehogs, to use as shelter and hibernate within during the winter. Hibernacula can be created 
using a variety of materials, including, grass piles/compost, loose stones and soil as well as log/brash 
piles. 
 
Legislation, Policy and Guidance 
Bats 
All bat species and their roosts are protected under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as 
amended) and are European Protected Species, protected under The Conservation of Habitats and 
Species Regulations 2017 (as amended). It is therefore illegal to kill, injure or handle any bat or 
obstruct access to, destroy or disturb any roost site that they use. 
 
European Protected Species Licensing 
A High Court ruling concluded that local authorities must consider all applications where European 
Protected Species are likely to be affected and a European Protected Species licence is required, by 
considering the three tests applicable to the Habitats Directive. The ruling stated the following: 
"When dealing with cases where a European Protected Species may be affected, a planning 
authority… has a statutory duty under Regulation 3(4) to have regard to the requirements of the 
Habitats Directive in the exercises of its functions. Further the Directive's provisions are clearly 
relevant in reaching planning decisions, and these should be made in a manner which takes them 
fully into account …". 
 
Before granting planning permission, the local planning authority should satisfy itself that the 
impacts of the proposed development on European Protected Species (EPS) have been addressed 
and that if a protected species derogation licence is required, the licensing tests can be met and a 
licence is likely to be granted by Natural England. 
 
As an EPS licence is required the applicant will need to provide the answers to all three licensing 
tests, alongside a mitigation strategy. The three tests are that: 

1. the activity to be licensed must be for imperative reasons of overriding public interest or for 
public health and safety; 

2. there must be no satisfactory alternative; and 
3. favourable conservation status of the species must be maintained. 

 
Together with the ecologist’s report, which answers test 3, the applicant should provide written 
evidence for tests 1 & 2. This can be contained within the ecological report or as separate document. 
If the competent authority is satisfied that the three tests can be met, it should impose a planning 
condition preventing the development from proceeding without first receiving a copy of the EPS 
licence or correspondence stating that such a licence is not necessary. This approach ensures 
compliance with the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017(as amended) and 
enables a local planning authority to discharge its obligations under the Crime and Disorder Act and 
its wider duties under Section 40 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006 in 



relation to protected species. 
 
Great crested newts 
Great crested newts and their habitats are fully protected under the Conservation of Habitats and 
Species Regulations 2017 (as amended). Therefore it is illegal to deliberately capture, injure, kill, 
disturb or take great crested newts or to damage or destroy breeding sites or resting places. Under 
the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended) it is illegal to intentionally or recklessly disturb 
any great crested newts occupying a place of shelter or protection, or to obstruct access to any place 
of shelter or protection. 
 
Nesting birds 
Under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981, as amended (section 1), it is an offence to remove, 
damage or destroy the nest of any wild bird while that nest is in use or being built. Planning consent 
for a development does not provide a defence against prosecution under this act. Buildings, trees 
and other vegetation are likely to contain nesting birds between 1st March and 31st August 
inclusive. 
 
National Planning Policy Framework 
The NPPF (2021) Paragraph 180d states “When determining planning applications, local planning 
authorities should apply the following principles…. development whose primary objective is to 
conserve or enhance biodiversity should be supported; while opportunities to improve biodiversity 
in and around developments should be integrated as part of their design, especially where this can 
secure measurable net gains for biodiversity or enhance public access to nature where this is 
appropriate.” 
 
Conditions 
Control to implement development in accordance with agreed document/plans 
The development shall be implemented in accordance with the agreed mitigation measures relating 
to bats, nesting birds and amphibians as stated in the Bat Survey Report (ACD Environmental 
23/08/2023). The condition will be considered discharged following; a written statement from the 
ecologist acting for the developer testifying to the plan having been implemented correctly. 
Reason: To safeguard protected and notable species that may otherwise be impacted by the 
development. 
 
Restrictions on commencement of development until specific biodiversity outcomes are achieved 
Prior to the commencement of development above ground level, details of biodiversity features of 
one integrated bat box, two integrated swift boxes, log/brash pile creation and hedgehog highways, 
shall have been submitted to, and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The 
development shall proceed in accordance with the approved biodiversity features, which shall have 
been installed prior to the first occupation of the development and retained thereafter unless 
otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority. 
Reason: In the interests of improving biodiversity in accordance with NPPF and Core Policy 9: 
Natural Environment of the South Buckinghamshire Core Strategy and to safeguard species of 
conservation concern. 
 
Informatives 
Protection of bats and their roosts 
The applicant is reminded that, under the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 
(as amended) and the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended), it is an offence to: 



deliberately capture, injure or kill a bat; intentionally, recklessly or deliberately disturb a roosting or 
hibernating bat; intentionally or recklessly obstruct access to a roost. Planning consent for a 
development does not provide a defence against prosecution under these acts. Buildings, other 
structures and trees may support bats and their roosts. Where proposed activities might result in 
one or more of the above offences, it is possible to apply for a derogation licence from Natural 
England. If a bat or bat roost is encountered during works, all works must cease until advice has 
been sought from Natural England, 
as failure to do so could result in prosecutable offences being committed. 
 
Protection of great crested newts and their breeding/resting places 
The applicant is reminded that, under the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 
(as amended) and the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended), it is an offence to: 
deliberately capture, disturb, injure or kill great crested newts; damage or destroy a breeding or 
resting place; deliberately obstructing access to a resting or sheltering place. Planning consent for a 
development does not provide a defence against prosecution under these acts. Ponds, other water 
bodies and vegetation, such as grassland, scrub and woodland, and also brownfield sites, may 
support great crested newts. Where proposed activities might result in one or more of the above 
offences, it is possible to apply for a derogation licence from Natural England or opt into 
Buckinghamshire Council’s District Licence. If a great crested newt is encountered during works , all 
works must cease until advice has been sought from Natural England, as failure to do so could result 
in prosecutable offences being committed. 
 
Protection of breeding birds during construction 
The applicant is reminded that, under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981, as amended (section 
1), it is an offence to remove, damage or destroy the nest of any wild bird while that nest is in use 
or being built. Planning consent for a development does not provide a defence against prosecution 
under this act. Buildings, trees and other vegetation are likely to contain nesting birds between 1st 
March and 31st August inclusive. 
 
LLFA 
1st Comments received 24th November 2023: 
The LLFA objects to the proposed development due to insufficient information regarding the 
proposed surface water drainage scheme. 
 
Flood risk 
The updated Flood Map for Surface Water (uFMfSW) provided by the Environment Agency shows 
that the site lies in an area of low risk of surface water flooding (meaning there is between 0.1% and 
1% likelihood of flooding occurring in a given year). An online version of this mapping data is 
available to view through the Environment Agency’s Long term flood risk information mapping. 
 
The Groundwater Flood Map (Jeremy Benn Associates, 2016) shows the groundwater level in the 
area of the proposed development to be at within 0.025m of the ground surface for a 1 in 100 year 
return period. This means that there is a risk of groundwater flooding to both surface and subsurface 
assets. Groundwater may emerge at the ground surface and has the capacity to flow overland 
and/or pond within any topographic low spots. 
 
Surface water drainage 
The above application requires further detail regarding surface water management. Within the 
Design and Access Statement, it is stated that permeable paving is proposed but no details have 



been provided. This is not sufficient in meeting our requirements to complete a SuDS Appraisal. 
 
We request that the applicant visit our website, where our requirements are clearly stated. Our 
website also contains our Local Flood Risk Management Strategy (LFRMS) and Preliminary Flood 
Risk Assessment (PFRA) which are strategically important documents that should be reviewed. 
 
Please take this letter as a formal request for information regarding management of surface water 
in the form of a comprehensive Drainage Strategy and accompanying Drainage Statement. Please 
note, given the proposal of a flat roof, the LLFA would expect the incorporation of a green roof. 
 
Advice to LPA 
If you are minded to approve the application contrary to this advice, we request that you contact us 
to allow further discussion and/or representations from us. 
 
2nd Comments received 19th February 2024: 
The LLFA objects to the proposed development due to insufficient information regarding the 
proposed surface water drainage scheme. 
Flood risk 
The updated Flood Map for Surface Water (uFMfSW) provided by the Environment Agency shows 
that the site lies in an area of low risk of surface water flooding (meaning there is between 0.1% and 
1% likelihood of flooding occurring in a given year). An online version of this mapping data is 
available to view through the Environment Agency’s Long term flood risk information mapping. 
 
The Groundwater Flood Map (Jeremy Benn Associates, 2016) shows the groundwater level in the 
area of the proposed development to be at within 0.025m of the ground surface for a 1 in 100 year 
return period. This means that there is a risk of groundwater flooding to both surface and subsurface 
assets. Groundwater may emerge at the ground surface and has the capacity to flow overland 
and/or pond within any topographic low spots. 
 
Surface water drainage 
The applicant has proposed to use deep borehole soakaways, and has provided details of 
calculations, a drainage layout and maintenance details. The applicant has not however provided 
details of infiltration rate testing in the proposed infiltration strata. If the applicant is unable to 
provide details of testing at this stage, they must provide full details of a fully viable alternative 
scheme. This must include permission to connect (if necessary), calculations (discharge rates and 
attenuation calculations), a drainage layout and maintenance details. The applicant will then be 
required to carry out infiltration rate testing at the proposed depth of the deep borehole soakaway 
at detailed design. 
 
Advice to LPA 
If you are minded to approve the application contrary to this advice, we request that you contact us 
to allow further discussion and/or representations from us. 
 
3rd comments received 13th March 2024: 
The LLFA has no objection to the proposed development subject to the following planning condition 
listed below being placed on any planning approval. 
 
Surface water drainage 
The applicant has proposed to use deep borehole soakaways, and has provided details of 



calculations, a drainage layout and maintenance details. The applicant will complete site specific 
testing in the chalk at detailed design. Following this testing, should infiltration be demonstrated to 
be viable, the calculations must be amended to be inclusive of the rate derived from this testing. 
Should testing demonstrate that deep infiltration is not viable the applicant is proposing to manage 
surface water by attenuating before discharging to a Thames Water Sewer at a rate of 1 l/s. 
 
I would request the following condition be placed on the approval of the application, should this be 
granted by the LPA: 
 
Condition 1 
No works (other than demolition) shall begin until a surface water drainage scheme for the site, 
based on Drainage Strategy Statement (NH/L-63971-01-P1, 15/01/2024) has been submitted to and 
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The scheme shall subsequently be implemented 
in accordance with the approved details before the development is completed. The scheme shall 
also include: 

• Water quality assessment demonstrating that the total pollution mitigation index equals or 
exceeds the pollution hazard index; priority should be given to above ground SuDS components 

• Existing and proposed discharge rates and volumes 
• Ground investigations including: 

o Infiltration rate testing in chalk strata 
o Groundwater level monitoring during the winter period (November to March) 

• Subject to infiltration being inviable, the applicant shall demonstrate that an alternative means 
of surface water disposal is practicable subject to the drainage hierarchy as outlined in 
paragraph 056 of the Planning Practice Guidance. 

• Calculations to demonstrate that the proposed drainage system can contain up to the 1 in 30 
storm event without flooding. Any onsite flooding between the 1 in 30 and the 1 in 100 plus 
climate change storm event should be safely contained on site. 

• Construction details of all SuDS and drainage components 
Reason: The reason for this pre-construction condition is to ensure that a sustainable drainage 
strategy has been agreed prior to construction in accordance with Paragraph 173 of the National 
Planning Policy Framework to ensure that there is a satisfactory solution to managing flood risk. 
 
Natural England: 
SUMMARY OF NATURAL ENGLAND’S ADVICE 
DESIGNATED SITES [EUROPEAN] – NO OBJECTION SUBJECT TO SECURING 
APPROPRIATE MITIGATION FOR RECREATIONAL PRESSURE IMPACTS ON HABITAT 
SITES (EUROPEAN SITES). 
Natural England notes that the Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA) has not been provided with 
the application. As competent authority, and before deciding to give permission for the project 
which is likely to have a significant effect on a European Protected Site, you must carry out a HRA 
and adhere to its conclusions. 
 
For all future applications within the zone of influence identified by your authority, please only 
consult Natural England once the HRA has been produced. 
 
FURTHER INFORMATION REGARDING RECREATIONAL PRESSURE IMPACTS ON HABITAT 
SITES (EUROPEAN SITES).  
 
Natural England considers that this advice may be used for all applications that fall within the 



parameters detailed below. 
 
This advice relates to proposed developments that falls within the ‘zone of influence’ (ZOI) for one 
or more European designated sites, such as Burnham Beeches Special Area of Conservation (SAC). 
It is anticipated that new residential development within this zone is ‘likely to have a significant 
effect’, when considered either alone or in combination, upon the qualifying features of the 
European Site due to the risk of increased recreational pressure that could be caused by that 
development and therefore such development will require an appropriate assessment. 
Your authority has measures in place to manage these potential impacts through a strategic solution 
which we have advised will (in our view) be sufficiently certain and effective in preventing adverse 
impacts on the integrity of those European Site(s) within the ZOI from the recreational impacts 
associated with such development. 
 
However, following the People Over Wind ruling by the European Court of Justice, mitigation may 
not be taken into account at screening stage when considering ‘likely significant effects’, but can be 
considered at appropriate assessment. In the light of this, these measures) should be formally 
checked and confirmed by your authority, as the competent authority, via an appropriate 
assessment in view of the European Site’s conservation objectives and in accordance with the 
Conservation of Habitats & Species 
Regulations 2017 (as amended). 
 
Natural England is of the view that if these measures, including contributions to them, are 
implemented, they will be effective and reliable in preventing adverse effects on the integrity of the 
relevant European Site(s) from recreational impacts for the duration of the development proposed 
within the relevant ZOI. 
 
Providing that the appropriate assessment concludes that the measures can be secured [with 
sufficient certainty] as planning conditions or obligations by your authority , and providing that there 
are no other likely significant effects identified (on this or other protected sites) which require 
consideration by way of appropriate assessment, Natural England is likely to be satisfied that your 
appropriate assessments will be able to ascertain with sufficient certainty that there will be no 
adverse effect on the integrity of the European Site from recreational pressure in view of the site’s 
conservation objectives. In this scenario, Natural England is unlikely to have further comment 
regarding the Appropriate Assessment, in relation to recreational disturbance. 
 
Natural England should continue to be consulted on all proposals where provision of site specific 
SANGS (Suitable Alternative Natural Green Space) or other bespoke mitigation for 
recreational impacts that falls outside of the strategic solution is included as part of the 
proposal. We would also strongly recommend that applicants proposing site specific infrastructure 
including SANGs seek pre application advice from Natural England through its 
Discretionary Advice Service. If your consultation is regarding bespoke site-specific mitigation, 
please reconsult Natural England putting ‘Bespoke Mitigation’ in the email header. 
 
Reserved Matters applications, and in some cases the discharge/removal/variation of conditions, 
where the permission was granted prior to the introduction of the Strategic Solution, should also 
be subject to the requirements of the Habitats Regulations and our advice above applies. 
 
Further general advice on the consideration of protected species and other natural environment 
issues is provided at Annex A. 



 
We would be happy to comment further should the need arise but if in the meantime you have any 
queries please do not hesitate to contact us. 
For any queries regarding this letter, for new consultations, or to provide further information on 
this consultation please send your correspondences to consultations@naturalengland.org.uk  
 
Waste Officer: 
1st comments received 11th December 2023: 
I have looked at the plans and further consideration needs to be given to waste management 
aspects of the proposal. Waste collection point is demonstrating that bins will be taken to Burgess 
Wood Road as indicated on plans and within the planning statement, and this proposal is not 
desirable for communal/apartment properties with bulk bins. 
 
Therefore, a dedicated external bin store needs to be incorporated into the plans, where the plans 
show the current bin storage area, and built to accommodate up to 3 x 1100L bulk bins, comprising 
of refuse, recycling, paper, and card, and 1 x 140L for food waste. 
 
I must reject until this is illustrated on the plans. 
 
2nd Comments received on 19th February 2024: 
I have looked at the amendments, with recommendations on initial plans and consideration has 
been given to waste management aspects of the proposal. Waste collection point/bin store, 
indicated on plans which states and illustrates that, a dedicated bin storage area has been 
provided for waste and recycling arrangements in an appropriate location for use by 
residents and collection crews. This is within an adequate distance of the highway, and therefore 
drag distances are acceptable from Westfield Road meaning waste vehicles will not need to enter 
the site. Provided consideration is given to enable vehicles to draw off, 
park, load/unload and turn clear of the highway to minimise danger, obstruction, and 
inconvenience to users of the adjoining highway. 
 
The plans indicate it will be a bin store area and not an enclosed bin store. We recommend a 
purpose-built enclosed bin store. The bin store needs to be built to with recommendations in 
Approved Document H: Requirement H6 solid waste storage. Built to accommodate up to 3 x 1100L 
bulk containers, comprising of refuse, recycling, paper, and card, and 1 x 140L for food waste. 
 
Highways Officer: 

1st comments received 5th January 2024 
Westfield Road is an unclassified, residential road subject to a speed restriction of 30mph. This 
application seeks permission for the demolition of the existing dwelling, and erection of 7(no) 
apartments. 
 
I would expect a residential flat in this location to generate approximately 4-6(no) daily vehicular 
movements (two-way). Therefore, in terms of trip generation from the site, the 7(no) flats would 
have the potential to generate approximately 28-42(no) daily vehicular movements (two-way). I am 
satisfied that these movements can be accommodated on the local highway network. However, as 
the site is to be subject to intensification in use, the access point serving the development will need 
to be assessed in order to determine its suitability to accommodate the additional vehicular 
movements. 
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The existing access onto Burgess Wood Road will continue to be utilised, however from assessing 
the plans it appears that this access will be upgraded by widening the dropped kerb and introducing 
a bellmouth configuration. Mindful of the above access improvements, and considering the scale of 
development proposed, the access would need to be upgraded to the Council’s Commercial 
Vehicular Access Within the Highway specifications, which can be secured by way of condition. In 
accordance with guidance contained within Manual for Streets, visibility splays of 2.4m x 43m are 
required in both directions commensurate with a speed limit of 30mph. I am satisfied that sufficient 
visibility splays can be achieved within the publicly maintained highway or land owned by the 
applicant. 
 
I note that the access width does not allow for simultaneous two-way vehicular movements, and 
the gates which open outwards towards the carriageway, would not allow vehicles to pull fully clear 
off the road whilst the gates are opening and closing. Whilst I note these proposed access 
arrangements are the same as proposed under a recent planning permission (ref: PL/23/1476/FA) 
to the which to Highway Authority raised no objections to, the previous application was a like-for-
like residential development whereas the current development will intensify the use of this access 
point. As a result, this will increase the potential for incidences of cars stopping and waiting whilst 
other vehicles are exiting the site, or whilst the gates are opening. Due to the location of the access 
relatively close to the Burgess Wood Road/Westfield Road junction, vehicles entering the road, 
picking up speed, and driving round the bend may not anticipate stopping of vehicles in the 
carriageway. I therefore consider these access arrangements to result in a detrimental impact upon 
highway safety and convenience. 
 
With regard to parking, I note that 14(no) parking spaces have been provided for the 7(no) proposed 
flats, located on an area of hardstanding to the front, as well as on the basement level. Having 
assessed the level of habitable accommodation featured for each residential unit, I am satisfied that 
the development would offer a level of parking above the optimum standard as set out within the 
Buckinghamshire Countywide Parking Guidance policy document. I am also satisfied that the 
proposed spaces have adequate dimensions, and a sufficient level of manoeuvrability space has 
been provided which would allow vehicles to enter, turn and exit the site in a forward gear. 
Therefore, I have no objections to the proposed parking arrangements. 
 
Mindful of the above, I have concerns regarding the access arrangements as highlighted above. The 
following amendments would be required to address these concerns: 
• Access width measuring at least 4.1m in width, to allow for simultaneous two-way vehicular 

movements. 
• Gate setback distance of at least 5m from the carriageway edge, with the gates opening into the 

site. 

However, should you not be entertaining amendments to the application at this time, I recommend 
refusal of the application for the following reason: 
 
Reason: The access serving the site is inadequate by reasons of its width and gate configuration to 
serve the proposed development with safety and convenience. The development, if permitted, 
would likely to lead to the stationing of vehicles on the highway and to vehicles reversing onto or 
off of the highway to the detriment of public and highway safety. The development is therefore 
contrary to the National Planning Policy Framework, Buckinghamshire Council Local Transport Plan 
4 (adopted April 2016) and the Buckinghamshire Council Highways Development Management 
Guidance document (adopted July 2018). 
 



2nd comments received 13th February 2024: 
The Highway Authority has previously commented on this application proposal, dated 21st 
December 2023. The comments from this Authority ultimately objected to the application based 
upon the access serving the site being inadequate by reasons of its width and gate configuration. 
Other matters, such as parking, were considered satisfactory. Amended plans have since been 
submitted by the applicant. 
 
Having reviewed the most recent plan, I note the access has been widened to 4.2m. I am satisfied 
that this width is sufficient to accommodate simultaneous two-way vehicular movements and would 
ensure vehicles would not be required to stop and wait on the public highway, should another 
vehicle be exiting the site. Additionally, a separate pedestrian access is now proposed further 
southwest from the access point, which would reduce potential conflicting movements between 
pedestrians and vehicles. 
 
With regard to the vehicular access gates, I note these have been set back approximately 6.3m from 
the carriageway edge. Additionally, the gates now open into the site, meaning vehicles would be 
able to pull clear off the carriageway whilst gates are opening and closing. 
 
Due to the quantum of development proposed, I believe that it is necessary to secure a Construction 
Traffic Management Plan to mitigate the impacts of construction traffic. This can be secured by way 
of condition and approved prior to the commencement of works. 
 
Mindful of the above, I have no objections to the proposal subject to the following conditions to 
include on any planning consent that you may grant: 
 
Condition 1: No other part of the development shall be occupied until the existing means of access 
has been altered in general accordance with the approved planning drawing and constructed to the 
appropriate Buckinghamshire Council access standards. 
Reason: In order to minimise danger, obstruction and inconvenience to users of the highway and of 
the development. 
 
Condition 2: The scheme for parking and manoeuvring indicated on the submitted plans shall be 
laid out prior to the initial occupation of the development hereby permitted and that area shall 
not thereafter be used for any other purpose. 
Reason: To enable vehicles to draw off, park and turn clear of the highway to minimise danger, 
obstruction and inconvenience to users of the adjoining highway. 
 
Condition 3: Prior to the commencement of any works on the site, a Construction Traffic 
Management Plan detailing the management of construction traffic (including vehicle types, 
frequency of visits, expected daily time frames, vehicle routing, use of a banksman, on-site 
loading/unloading arrangements and parking of site operatives vehicles) shall be submitted and 
approved in writing by the Planning Authority in consultation with the Highway Authority. 
Thereafter, the development shall be carried out in accordance with such approved management 
plan. 
Reason: This is a pre-commencement condition as development cannot be allowed to take place, 
which in the opinion of the Highway Authority, could cause danger, obstruction and 
inconvenience to users of the highway and of the development. 
 
Informative: 



• The applicant is advised that the off-site works will need to be constructed under a Section 
184/278 of the Highways Act legal agreement. This Agreement must be obtained from the 
Highway Authority before any works are carried out on any footway, carriageway, verge or other 
land forming part of the highway. Please visit the Council’s website for further guidance or 
contact Highways Development Management at the following address for information:  

Highway Development Management (Delivery) 
Buckinghamshire Council 
6th Floor, Walton Street Offices 
Walton Street, 
Aylesbury 
Buckinghamshire 
HP20 1UY 
highwaysdm@buckinghamshire.gov.uk  

 
• No vehicles associated with the building operations on the development site shall be parked on 

the public highway so as to cause an obstruction. Any such wilful obstruction is an offence under 
S137 of the Highways Act 1980. 

 
Representations 
 
Amenity Societies/Residents Associations 
 
• The Beaconsfield Society: 
• Design of building out of keeping 
• Surface water drainage concerns 
• Increased traffic and congestion 
• Air pollution 
• Loss of privacy 
• Loss/damage to trees 
• Impact on wildlife 
• Impact on Burnham Beeches SAC. 
 
Other Representations 
23 comments have been received objecting to the proposal: 

• Out of character 
• Cause congestion 
• Increased demand on local infrastructure 
• Site inappropriate for multi-dwellings 
• Air and noise pollution 
• Nuisance and disturbance 
• Increased traffic 
• Impact on natural environment and wildlife 
• Loss of privacy 
• Design out of keeping 
• Does not accord with local Plan or Neighbourhood Plan 
• Lack of parking 
• Adverse highway implications 
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• Set a precedent 
• Disproportionate to size of plot 
• Overbearing 
• Overdevelopment 
• Covenants restricting development 
• Danger to pedestrians 
• Contrary to Human Rights 
• Impact on trees 
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